THE IRISXtract™ SOLUTIONS SUITE
ANY DOCUMENT, ANY WAY, ANYWHERE.

WHAT DOES IRISXTRACT™ DO?
IRISXtract™ is an advanced suite of capture tools that scans and extracts key information
from documents to connect and integrate with your back office in real time. By automating
your manual processes, IRISXtract unleashes new heights of efficiency and enables faster,
more informed decisions for better results across the board.
IRISXtract can benefit core business functions such as finance, legal, IT, and any highly
manual or complex processing environment.

CLASSIFICATION
Sorts documents based on white
pages, barcodes, OCR/ICR zone,
statistics, layout

EXTRACTION
Extracts structured,
semi-structured and unstructured
data into indices for easy use

ANY WAY
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RECOGNITION
Users OCR and ICR to read
137 languages, barcodes,
and handwritten characters

CREATION
Can transform information into
multiple file formats for fast
editing, sharing, and archiving

COMPRESSION
PDF and XPS files 50 times
smaller with original quality,
accessible via standard viewer

ANY WHERE

IRISXtract also features patented iHQC™ technology which
compresses documents up to 50 times their original size
without compromising on image quality or content. This can
save your business significant time and money in terms of
storage, the ability to quickly share and collaborate, and
manage bandwidth.

137
LANGUAGES

ANY WAY

ANY
DOCUMENT

ANY
DOCUMENT

IRISXtract employs exceptionally clever OCR/IDR
recognition processes to capture multiple types of documents
(e.g. TIFF, JPEG, PDF, PDF/A, email attachments etc.), convert
them into your required format (e.g. HTML, Word, Open Office
etc.) and connect them to back-end systems for further
processing or storage.

STEPS TO EXTRACT DATA AND ADD VALUE

ANY
DOCUMENT

WHAT’S DIFFERENT ABOUT IRIS?

:50

ERP

DMS

EXPORT
Multiple connectors ensure
data is easily integrated into
back-end system

IRISXtract WRAPS AROUND YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS

Easily manages
volume scanning
requirements

A powerful
capture point for
your Document
Management
requirements

Replaces manual
processes with
productive workflows
for greater accuracy,
visibility, and usability

Integrates with
your workflows and
back-end systems

Compress
documents to
save on costs,
bandwidth, and
storage space

OCRs many
document types,
creates numerous
document formats,
and sends to multiple
destinations

5 WAYS IRIS CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS
1. O
 PTIMIZE YOUR BUSINESS PROCESSES
IRISXtract’s solution optimizes all critical business
processes, including mailroom digitization and accounts
payable automation, via an all-in-one platform. It provides
end-to-end processing for all types of documents, from
capture to integration into your back-end systems such as
ERP. It’s advanced OCR tools include capability to process
137 languages and an unlimited number of documents.
2. AUTOMATE YOUR INCOMING MAIL
With IRISXtract, you can automate the processing
of incoming mail from start to finish. All documents,
whether received in hard copy or electronic format,
will be automatically analyzed, sorted, and sent to
the right people in your business.
To ensure you can access information you need, as needed,
key data can be automatically extracted from incoming
documents and listed in indices to populate your systems.
3. SAVE TIME AND MONEY WITH BETTER
INVOICE PROCESSING
If your Accounts Payable team has to manually enter
invoices into your accounting system, validate the
information, and ensure each is approved and paid—your
business has a huge opportunity to save time and money.
Our Invoice Processing solutions focus on process
automation and data validation. You’ll be able to
manage cashflow with confidence, reduce compliance
risk, enjoy more lucrative supplier relationships, and
make potential time-savings equivalent to an extra
three days* every month!

4. COMPRESS AND CONVERT YOUR DOCUMENTS
FOR RAPID USABILITY
Using IRISXtract patented iHQC technology, you can
shrink files up to 50 times smaller while retaining quality,
for high-speed file transfer, economical storage, and
fast retrieval.
IRISXtract’s advanced OCR tools let you create multiple
file formats with indices for fast sharing and editing,
short-term storage, and long-term archiving. These
intelligent documents can then be stored in numerous
back-end systems including Canon Solutions America’s
Therefore™ Document Management System, Microsoft
SharePoint®, and Cloud storage systems such as Google
docs,™ Dropbox, and box.com.
5. ENHANCE EFFICIENCY WITH OUR END-TO-END
DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Research shows that in many businesses two to three
hours a day can be wasted simply searching for the right
documentation (RS Consulting 2011).
A Document Management Systems from Canon Solutions
America will connect your people, processes, and
information faster and more productively. We’ll provide you
with a complete document audit trail, highly customizable
workflows, advanced indexing for swift document retrieval,
and secure document viewing protocol.

Want to see a major increase in
the productivity of your business?
Canon Solutions America can enhance the performance
of your business, your processes, and your people.
We focus on the electronic and paper document life cycles
at the heart of your business to ensure your efficiency is
maximized at every step. This includes everything from
simplifying specific processes such as scan-to-folder at the
touch of a button, through to complex process management
solutions in HR, Accounts Payable, and Mailrooms.
Whatever your goals, whatever your size, talk to Canon
Solutions America. We can make a difference.

UTILIZE IRISXTRACT TO ITS FULL POTENTIAL
WITH PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FROM CANON
SOLUTIONS AMERICA
Whether your business is large or small, remaining competitive
in the global economy means you need to concentrate on what
makes you successful—your core business. When selecting
and implementing new technology, a highly skilled technical
team is the difference-maker for a successful deployment.
Canon Solutions America has the team of experts you need
to help you acquire the right technology, solutions, and
services for your organization. From pre-sales analysis to
post-sales support, our team of technical professionals
draws upon decades of technical expertise and real-world
experience to ensure you obtain the maximum benefit from
your technology investment.

For more information, call or visit
1-800-815-4000 CSA.CANON.COM
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